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Abstract. Additive manufacturing is a technology transforming traditional production timelines.
Specifically, metal additive manufacturing (MAM) has been increasingly adopted by a variety of in-
dustries, not only to prototype, but also to fulfill full production scale applications with much lower
lead times. Like any maturing manufacturing technology, developments in verifying and validating
processes are necessary to support continuous growth. Due to the complex nature of MAM, part
quality and repeatability remain integral challenges that inhibit further adoption of MAM for critical
component production. In this study, we present data taken from a developing in-process monitoring
system designed to measure and detect powder bed defects (PBDs) in powder bed fusion MAM systems
using surface height maps created with structured light illumination. We showcase the feasibility of
the monitoring technique for in-process implementation by detecting streak PBDs with varying severi-
ties (height, width) created in a lab environment. We present results of powder bed measurements for
varying experimental parameters of the structured light system such as illumination angle, illumination
pattern, and number of illuminations. We also present an expression used to determine experimental
height noise based on input parameters for PBD detection based on the instrument transfer function
of the structured light monitoring system for arbitrary pixel intensity noise contributions. With the
results of PBD detection across across multiple experimental measurement parameters, we provide a
best practices approach to in-process implementation of the monitoring system in powder bed fusion
manufacturing.

1 Introduction
Metal additive manufacturing (MAM) is an advanced manufacturing technique witnessing acceler-

ating adoption in various fields with exponential market growth [1]. Within the past decade, MAM has
significantly penetrated the aerospace industry [2], largely due to the opportunities to fabricate parts
with substantial weight savings [3], reduced production time [4], and design freedom only made possible
by the additive process [5]. Medical device design and production has also been greatly impacted
by MAM, especially the implant industry, where batches of customized "one-off" implants can be
manufactured simultaneously. MAM is making the transition from early prototyping applications to a
wide range of production applications at scale [6].

A driving factor of double-digit MAM market growth is the improvement to build quality, funded
by significant research initiatives from by multiple US agencies, such as the Department of Energy [7],
Department of Defense [8], and National Institute of Standards and Technology [9]. These very
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agencies, as well as many reports from academic institutions [10,11], and even major industry players,
have expressed that the primary challenges preventing further industry adoption of MAM involve
assessment of part quality and repeatability. These challenges arise as MAM relies on many moving
parts and mechanisms responsible for part fabrication, e.g. material delivery, thermal gradients, and
rapid material solidification. MAM quality control is an active area of research [12], especially as
traditional quality control techniques often operate in a destructive ex-situ paradigm, which has been
shown to be inadequate for MAM processes, due to inherent uniqueness of same-batch parts, and high
post-inspection cost. Traditional non-destructive evaluation techniques are also ill-suited for MAM,
as most have limited access to crucial internal part surfaces, or present difficulties qualifying part
metrology. Such is the case for powder bed fusion (PBF), a common method of MAM, where a series of
metallic powder layers are raked across a build chamber using a recoater blade, and a laser or electron
beam is used to melt subsequent layers to create a three-dimensional part, layer-by-layer.

Powder bed defects (PBDs), i.e. defects occurring during the powder recoating process, are a
main contributor of defects in as-built parts from PBF processes. PBDs include striations, depressions,
and clumping, and can lead to detrimental part defects such as keyhole porosity formation, lack-of-
fusion (LoF) pores, and even damage to the recoater blade [13–19]. Keyhole and LoF porosity have
been observed to occur in regions of powder non-uniformity, where the melting process occurs with
a volumetric energy density (VED) that is too high, or too little, respectively. Non-uniformity in
powder layer thickness contributes to irregular VED — a function of laser parameters and powder
layer thickness that has been observed to be related to the inception of cascading keyholing and
LoF defects [20,21]. Irregular powder coating also can produce unintended out-of-plane geometrical
features, resulting in chipping or skipping of the recoater blade, consequently observed to create PBDs
in subsequent layers due to inadequate raking of powder across the build chamber [22]. A common
denominator of the causes of PBDs is the localized height of the powder layer, making the full field
powder thickness measurement a crucial feature of in-situ monitoring, and the focus of this study.

Previous literature on the development of in-situ powder monitoring systems may be grouped
generally into two categories: systems which measure features related to powder height, and systems
which measure powder height directly. Many studies in the first category detail camera systems which
use images to infer powder height irregularities with detectors such as pixel thresholding, or neural
networks. It may be argued that these systems do not measure powder height, as pixel intensity
is not a function of geometry, but rather use detectors that trigger when shadows are cast due to
non-uniform powder height. While systems which use image processing to infer powder height show
promising PBD detection results [22–24], these systems do not provide dimensional measurements,
quantified uncertainty, or features related to VED which is coupled to the physics of defect formation.
The monitoring system presented in this study belongs in the second category mentioned, designed to
provide dimensional measurements of PBDs with quantified uncertainty.

Several techniques have been explored to provide full field in-situ powder height measurements.
Development of a contact imager has been published by [16, 17], both using a linear imaging array
(taken from an office copy machine) attached to the recoater blade inside a PBF machine. Estimations
of full field height maps of the powder coat were made by a Laplacian-based focus measure operator,
which was able to classify layer heights based on particle location deviations from the focus plane of
the imager. Both authors reported very high resolution measurements, though expressed challenges
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pertaining to uncontrollable recoater blade movement inside most commercially available printers.
Laser-based raster scanning height measurement techniques, such as high speed spectral domain

optical coherence tomography [21] and in-line coherent imaging [25], have also been shown to provide
powder height measurement in an in-situ paradigm. Although intrinsically single-point measurement
systems, sampling resolution has been implemented for in-situ monitoring at sample rates above
50 kHz, contributing to scan speeds up to 1 m/s. Published works [21, 25] report maximum axial
(height) and spatial (limited by beam diameter) resolutions as 7µm and 25µm, respectively, with axial
repeatability as high as 0.47 µm. Coherent imaging systems remain an active area of research due to
their high repeatability, though limitations in cost and relatively coarse spatial resolution may prevent
the technique from wide-scale adoption.

A low-cost alternative to coherent imaging is non-coherent imaging, specifically digital fringe
projection (DFP) — a structured light measurement technique. Success cases have been published
detailing systems which use a projector and camera(s) to estimate height maps of PBDs during part
fabrication. Proof-of-concept systems have been detailed in [26,27] using single and stereo cameras in
conjunction with a projector to measure the full field height of the powder bed to detect PBDs. Liu
et. al produced two studies on in-situ powder measurement, and accurate calibration of such systems,
showcasing spatial and axial measurement accuracy [13,14]. While these publications provide results
with excellent resolution and accuracy, the PBD measurements were not accompanied with a statistically
quantified uncertainty model, or any indication of an exploration of optimal measurement parameters
(such as illumination angle, effects of spatial filtering, fringe pattern selection, or number/fidelity of
projection patterns).

In this study, detection of PBDs using a DFP system was investigated while employing an
accompanying uncertainty model to execute a parametric study evaluating multiple measurement
parameters. The effects of varying DFP operational parameters (illumination angle, number of
projections, and fringe pitch) on detection of PBDs is reported and used to determine parameters
best suited for in-situ PBD monitoring, and a best-practice approach to determine such parameters is
outlined. DFP measurements were collected on intentionally created PBDs in a laboratory setup that
mimicked powder distribution in PBF systems. The results presented herein contribute advances to
both the optical engineering community by evaluating the performance of a novel operating method
of DFP uncertainty quantification, and the MAM monitoring community by showcasing the use and
effects of measurement parameters of PBD detection using a novel DFP system.

2 Methods and Approach
In order to explore the performance of the DFP measurements, lab procedures were developed to

compare multiple operational parameters for the DFP system. This study presents data showcasing the
impacts of PBD detection using DFP with a range of number of shifted projections (referred further as
"bins N"), projector illumination angle θ, and spatial fringe pitch P . A water atomized stainless steel
AISI 304 alloy powder (MilliporeSigma; catalog number GF02863841, batch 3110) reported to have a
maximum particle size of 45µm was selected for use in all experiments. Lab conditions were designed
to simulate the powder deposition process which occurs during each layer of a PBF build.

Several pieces of hardware were fabricated to study the detection capabilities, sensitivity, and
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Figure 1: A) Photo of the experimental invesigation area with induced powder bed defects. B) Hardware used for powder
distribution and defect creation.

noise structures of DFP height mapping. Figure 1A shows the aluminum tray that was fabricated
with a filleted-square recess to allow for uniform powder coating to mimic the conditions of a PBF
printer. The figure also shows a realization of intentional PBDs created using a modified recoater blade
with four damage locations representative of the size and shape of PBDs which can occur in the PBF
process. The "pristine" recoater blade was used to create a uniform powder bed to serve as the DFP
reference surface, and the "defective" recoater blade was used to create realizations of raised-streak
PBDs. The "defective" blade was fabricated with a set of four notches, increasing in size and width, and
was used to create realizations of PBDs. Each realization of PBDs were made using the same "raking"
motion to move powder across the aluminum tray, producing an intrinsically random, but consistent
surface structure. A Keyence VHX-1000 height measurement microscope (Figure 2B) was used to
estimate the characteristic height and width of the PBDs, for example, during the set of measurements
further reported in Section 2.3, the PBD defect realization created by the "defective" blade produced
four streak PBDs, of approximate heights of 150 − 180µm, 105 − 120µm, 45 − 75µm, 20 − 45µm for
PBDs 1-4 shown in Figure 1A.

The prototype DFP monitoring system was comprised of a research projector, camera, and laptop
for triggering and processing images. The projector is an EKB Technologies DPM-E4500MKII-OX
On-Axis Focusable projector; the illumination optics are the Texas Instruments DLP® LightCrafterTM

4500 chipset and software package. This particular projector was selected for it’s variable focus, and 0%
offset projection optics to allow the possibility of altering throw distance and field-of view by adding
concentric lenses. A Basler Ace acA4600 GigE camera was used to capture images of projected fringes.
The camera position was kept constant at a viewing angle of approximately 60o, with the center of the
front lens positioned at x ≈ 7” and z ≈ 13.5” (directions denoted in Figure 2A). Pixel pitch spacing in
this study were approximately 50µm. The output triggering functionality of the projector was used
to trigger camera image acquisition. This allowed us to capture fringe images at uniform intervals to
eliminate projector "draw lines" which occur without synchronization. A separate computer controlled
the Keyence VHX-1000 used to verify certain dimensions of the PBDs. A photo of the experimental
lab setup is shown in Figure 2B.
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Figure 2: A) General two-dimensional schematic of the digital fringe projection measurement. B) Experimental digital fringe
projection monitoring setup and the shape measurement Keyence microscope used to provide characterization of powder bed
defects.

2.1 Overview of Digital Fringe Projection
Commonly, DFP height measurements are made by projecting patterns onto a flat reference plane

(physical or mathematical, denoted further with subscript "r"), then placing an object onto the scene,
and recording how the projected patterns deform from the object’s shape (denoted further with "o").
Resultant calculations of the deformation of the fringe patterns produce a phase map, which is then
converted to a height map through a calibration routine. During in-situ measurements inside a PBF
machine, the reference surface can be taken as the bare base plate, or the base plate with a uniform
initial powder coat. If DFP geometries are expected to stay constant, the reference phase map can be
mathematically produced to allow differential height measurements independent of any height profile
of the reference surface. Below, we outline the experimental process to produce a differential phase
map, and the conversion to a differential height map.

A representative DFP experimental setup schematic and a photo of the lab experimental setup is
shown in Figure 2. The projected patterns are often sinusoidally varying computer generated images,
known as "fringes", with pixel intensity value f assigned according to:

fi(x) = R[cos(2πx

P
+ δi) + 1], (1)

where R is an interpolation function generated during a gamma calibration routine to increase the
sinusoidal nature of the incident fringes (described in Section 2.2), P is the fringe pitch, and N

phase-shifted images are generated and projected onto both reference and object with (equipartitioned)
spatial shifts of δn = 2πn/N , n = 1...N (further referred to as "bins," where n is the projection index).
Equation 1 creates a fringe pattern with varying intensity as a function of x, as it relates to Figure 2A.

The camera records images of the incident fringes on both reference and object surfaces, where
the intensity I(r,o) of any fringe incident on a surface (either the reference r or object o) at any given
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measurement point x(r,o) is given by [28] as:

I(r,o) = A(r,o) + B(r,o) cos
(
2πx(r,o)/P

)
, (2)

where A(r,o) and B(r,o) are the background intensity due to projector bias (combined with ambient
light intensity) and the projected fringe contrast, respectively, at the arbitrary point x(r,o). In order to
recover differential information between object and reference phases, which is functionally related to
the object height [29], the measurement point’s "n-th" projection intensity in Equation 2 may be each
written as:

I(r,o),n = A(r,o),n + B(r,o),n cos
(
ϕ(r,o) + δn + ϕc

)
, (3)

where ϕ(r,o) = 2πx(r,o)/P is the phase, ϕc accounts for the phase offset of the point in relation to the
carrier phase (undeformed phase of the projected fringe pattern), and subscript "n" is the bin index.
Once images are recorded of the projected fringes on the reference and object, phase ϕr,o (either on the
reference or object), is found by:

ϕ(r,o) = arctan
(

−∑N
n=1 I(r,o),n sin δn∑N

n=1 I(r,o),n cos δn

)
, (4)

where it is assumed that nonlinear projector gamma issues (described thoroughly in [30–32]) are
negligible or appropriately corrected/calibrated. In practice, Equation 4 produces a wrapped phase
map where values are modulo 2π, due to the arctangent function ϵ{−π, π}. While there is substantial
research on best practices for phase unwrapping, the unwrapping process for our application is rather
trivial do to the nominally planar geometry of the powder bed surface. Equation 4 represents a single
phase map, which can be filtered to provide resolution of height-dependent features; this process is
shown in Section 2.3. To continue to create a differential height measurement, the difference between
phase of the object ϕo and reference ϕr surfaces is ultimately used. Continuing the derivation, the
object-reference point’s phase difference is given by:

ϕ = ϕo − ϕr

= arctan
(

−∑N
n=1 Io,n sin δn∑N

n=1 Io,n cos δn

)
− arctan

(
−∑N

n=1 Ir,n sin δn∑N
n=1 Ir,n cos δn

)

= 2π (xo − xr)
P

. (5)

Geometrically, the height of a measurement point, z, from a reference point can be represented as a
function of the geometries of the DFP experimental setup: L (scalar component of the projector-camera
vector which is parallel to the reference plane), d (normal distance of the projector from the reference
plane), and P (spatial fringe pitch on reference plane), and the scalar quantities xr and xo, seen in
Figure 2. Many applications of the DFP method use a linearized phase-to-height measurement model,
which assumes that the spacing between the projector and camera components L is much larger than
the geometric distance between reference and object ray projections xr and xo, i.e. L >> (xo − xr).
Effectively, this assumption is valid for small height measurements, inclusive of all measurements taken
in this study. This assumption provides the principal height measurement relationship of an arbitrary
measurement point Q shown in Figure 2A (developed using similar triangles shown by the solid and
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dashed ray traces, described in detail in [28]), z, given by:

z = d (xo − xr)
L

. (6)

Combining Equations 5 and 6, we can express z as a function of the measured differential phase ϕ and
geometrical properties of the DFP system as:

z(ϕ) = Pdϕ

2πL
. (7)

The variables P, d and L can prove difficult to measure accurately during experiment due to
projector and camera housing blocking direct access to the illumination and imaging chips, respectively.
However, because these variables remain constant during measurement, a calibration constant (found
by a calibration routine explained in detail in [29, 33] and seen in Figure 4) replaces these quantities

z(ϕ) = Cϕ, (8)

where C = P d
2πL

.
As mentioned, the goal of this article is to provide both qualitative and quantitative analyses of

the effects of key parameters of the DFP on measurement of PBDs. Specific practices were developed
to ensure a fair comparison of measurements across the parameter space explored, such as consistent
phase-to-height conversion constants and fringe contrast across the four illumination angles for the
absolute height measurements. The following subsections describe the experimental procedure for two
types of DFP measurements.

2.2 Differential Height Measurements
Substantial portions of the data used for analysis in this paper are height maps of PBDs created

through differential phase measurements, referred herein as differential height (DH) measurements. DH
measurements reflect the operational measurement process intended for in-situ PBD monitoring. A high
level summary of the measurement process for each illumination angle θ is as follows: projector gamma
interpolation factors are obtained to generate gamma-corrected fringe projections, phase-to-height
calibration constants are obtained by translating the stage in the z-direction while recording the
resultant phase maps, new phase maps are made for the "pristine" and "defect" powder beds, and
DH measurements are made by subtracting the reference phase map from the PBD phase map, then
converted to height using the linearized calibration constant.

The illumination angle θ influences the phase-to-height relationship by altering geometric param-
eters d and L within equation 7 . To maintain an approximately consistent phase-to-height calibration
constant C, the spatial fringe pitch P was altered. For example, to achieve a phase-to-height calibration
constant of approximately 2.27 mm/ϕ at illumination angles {5, 25, 45, 65} degrees, spatial fringe pitch
P of approximately {1.1, 0.71, 0.41, 0.18} mm were used for our projection geometry. Figure 3 shows
an example of images of projected fringes within the measurement area with adjusted spatial fringe
pitch P to accommodate different illumination angles θ.

The experimental procedure for DH measurements is described in detail below:
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Figure 3: Fringe captures for θ = 5, 25, 45, 65◦, with appropriate fringe pitch P to achieve a phase-to-height calibration constant
C = 0.44[mm/rad].

1. The projector was angled and positioned according to the selected illumination angle.

2. A "pristine" powder bed was raked and positioned into the field of view of the camera.

3. A gamma calibration routine, described in [29,33] was used to obtain an interpolation factor to
ensure sinusoidal projected fringes and proper fringe contrast (avoiding over or under saturation).

4. Four sets of 15-bin fringes, with different fringe pitch P (pixels) were generated according to
Equation 1, with every pixel intensity value altered by the gamma interpolator to maintain
sinusoidality.

5. A phase-to-height calibration procedure was conducted to obtain the calibration constant C, for
each fringe pitch P .

• Phase maps of each fringe pitch were recorded for Keyence microscope stage heights of
{−50.8, −25.4, 0, 25.4, 5.08}µm.

• Gaussian filtered phase maps and the corresponding stage heights were used to develop
linear calibration constants for each fringe pitch. An example calibration relationship is
shown in Figure 4.

• Fringe pattern pitch (in whole pixel values) was iteratively adjusted to normalize the phase-to-
height calibration constants across all angles within 6% of the target, {0.22, 0.44, 0.94, 1.9}.

6. Phase maps were created using the steps outlined in Section 2.1 for each of the four fringe pitches
P of two "pristine" powder surfaces, each raked parallel and perpendicular to the fringe projection
direction, to be used as reference phase maps. A total of 15 iterations of images for each fringe
were captured, later used to study the noise contributions from pixel intensity noise, and its
impact on DH measurement.

7. Two more phase maps were created for each of the four fringe pitches P , on artificial PBDs
created by raking the powder bed with the "defective" recoater blade in parallel and perpendicular
directions with respect to the fringe projection direction, with 15 iterations of fringe images.

8. For each fringe pitch, four differential phase maps were created in total by subtracting each
"pristine" reference phase map from each PBD phase map. This is repeated for each iteration.

9. Each differential phase map was converted to a DH map using the linear calibration constant C.
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Figure 4: An example to showcase the phase-to-height calibration process. The black points represent the mean of the differential
phase map across stage positions, with error bars representing a single standard deviation. The red dashed line shows the linear
interpolator used to establish the phase-to-height calibration constant C.

10. Steps 1-8 were repeated for additional illumination angles.

To maintain consistent fringe contrast and sinusoidalality of fringe images, as well as produce
accurate reference phase maps for every illumination angle, a "pristine" raked powder bed was used
as the reference phase map. Due to the requirement of the reference phase map, PBD defects were
re-made for each illumination angle.

To verify DFP measurement with absolute dimensions, two precision machines gauge blocks were
purchased for measurement, a popular technique of structured light setup validation [34–36]. An 0.5mm
thickness Mitutoyo calibration block (MTI-613506-531) was used to verify the DFP measurement setup,
placed on an 8mm thickness block (MTI-613204-531) to serve as a reference, shown in Figure 5. Both
calibration blocks were certified to grade 0, ordered from the catalog [37].

A spatial calibration technique was used to mitigate the camera skew, inevitable from the presence
of the viewing angle. This allows the conversion from pixel coordinates to global coordinates, in order
to compare measurement of the calibration block to the given specifications provided by Mitutoyo.
Using homography, pixel locations of corners of the calibration block were selected, and a homography
matrix was automatically generated to correct for viewing angle, a commonly used technique within
the machine vision community [34–36]. This technique is applicable to the intended spatial calibration
technique for in-situ sensor implementation, where the corners of the build platform can be used to
establish a ground truth spatial pixel-to-global coordinate transformation matrix. Figure 6 shows the
process and analysis of the calibration block measurement. Figure 6A shows the height map after pixel
to millimeter transformation, hence the spatial units are in millimeters. The red and a yellow areas are
sampled to estimate the noise field on the height measurement. A cross section in a dashed blue line, is
represented in Figure 6B.

We observed excellent match between the calibration object height profile and the DFP monitoring
system, shown in Figure 6A. The height standard deviation in within the red and yellow areas were
3.7µm and 4.0µm, respectively. However, there is an inevitable artifact along the bottom edge of the
calibration object, caused by the the camera viewing the "side" of the calibration block. During in-situ
application, this effect will be reduced, as the powder bed surface is expected to be more continuous
below 300µm.
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Figure 5: Mitutoyo Calibration block, gauge length 0.5 mm on top of the reference surface, an 8 mm thickness Mitutoyo block.

Figure 6: Measurement process of the Mitutoyo gauge block. A shows the corrected perspective calibration block height map,
with millimeter spatial units obtained through the pixel-to-global transformation. Red and yellow areas were sampled to measure
the noise field. The blue dotted line shows the cross-section represented in B, which is compared to the true height profile.

2.3 High-Pass Filtered Phase Measurements
In addition to DH measurements, data in the form of high-pass filtered phase measurements,

referred herein as HPF measurements, are also presented. HPF measurements are made without
reference phase maps and do not require the phase-to-height calibration step. HPF measurements
instead rely on filtering out the low frequency carrier phase using a subtractive Gaussian filter to resolve
localized PBD signatures. While these measurements were correleated to the full field topography
of the surface, the HPF measurements can not be accurately converted to absolute height values;
each pixel value is biased by neighboring pixels within the filter window. The benefit of reporting
HPF measurements is that a quantative comparison of the effects of varying illumination angle θ on
measuring the same PBD realization could be made, as opposed to to having to recreate the PBDs for
every θ (a step needed in the DH measurements to obtain a "pristine" powder reference). The Keyence
Microscope was used to verify the PBD defect heights to provide insight to the true defect heights
resolved by the HPF method.

HPF measurement data was captured at the same illumination angles θ as the DH measurements,
but did not include the phase-to-height calibration routine. To provide a fair comparison, incident
fringe pitch P for all illumination angles was kept approximately consistent, as HPF relies on spatial
averaging.

The experimental process of collecting HPF measurements was:

1. The projector was angled and positioned according to the selected illumination angle θ.

2. Gamma calibration and fringe pattern routines from steps 3 and 4 from Section 2.2 were followed
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to produce fringe patterns with uniform contrast and corrected gamma for each illumination
angle θ and fringe pitch P .

3. Fringe pitch P was iteratively selected to provide approximately uniform fringe pitch P (to the
nearest whole pixel) on the measurement surface for each illumination angle.

4. The desired powder bed condition was created with one of the recoater blades: two "pristine"
powder conditions (raked parallel and perpendicular to fringe direction), and two "defective"
PBDs (also raked in both directions).

5. Sets of four spatial fringe pitches were generated according to Equation 1, with P adjusted for
each angle to remain constant, and approximately {6.1, 12.2, 24.4, 48.8} mm. This was different
from the fringes produced in Section 2.2, where phase-to-height calibration was held constant
across illumination angles θ.

6. A phase map was created according to Equation 5, and steps were repeated for each illumination
angle θ.

• To create the HPF measurement, the low frequency phase was filtered out of the phase map
by subtracting a Gaussian filtered version of the phase map (using a spatial filter function
from the openCV library [38] of size 91x91 pixels and standard deviation of 10 pixels or
approximately 16 mm2 with a standard deviation of 2.3 mm2 ) from the original phase map.

7. After phase maps were recorded for each illumination angle θ, the Keyence microscope was used
to estimate the PBD height values for comparison.

2.4 Single-Point Uncertainty Model
Previous work [39, 40] showcased the development and validity of a DFP measurement model

used to simulate the measurement process and estimate DH uncertainty based on phase noise, and the
contributions of pixel intensity noise during image capture. Intensity noise remains a dominant source of
measurement uncertainty, and has been shown to dwarf other contributions such as spatial and intensity
quantification [41], shown in our previous publication [40]. The model representing the linearized DFP
operation was chosen for use; the requirements for which summarized in Section 2.1. In practice, this
model produces the probability density function (PDF) of the uncertainty, and can be used to establish
confidence intervals of every measurement point, statistically contributing to defect detection within
the PBF process. Figure 10 shows the results of estimating DH uncertainty using the pixel intensity
fluctuation occurring during the 15 iterations of DFP. The model relies on sampling the noise field on
the camera pixels during the measurement process, and was used to establish confidence intervals for
each height measurement point. The single-point uncertainty model used the DFP instrument transfer
function to mathematically convert phase noise to height noise for each measurement pixel. The model
was also able to represent the contributions on height uncertainty from the conversion of pixel intensity
noise to phase noise.
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Equation 9 is the PDF used to model the single-point DH measurement uncertainty χl with pixel
intensity noise contributions [39,40].

p(χl) =
e−z3 sec2 2πLχl

P d

(
1 +

√
πz2e

z2
2 (erf (z2) ±1)

)
L

z1

√
1 − ρ2

XY Pd
, (9)

where

z1 =
σ2

Y − 2ρXY σXσY tan 2πLχl

P d
+ σ2

X tan2 2πLχl

P d

σXσY (1 − ρ2
XY ) ,

z2 =
µY σX

(
ρXY σY − σX tan 2πLχl

P d

)
+ µXσY

(
σXρXY tan 2πLχl

P d
− σY

)
√

2σXσY

√
1 − ρ2

XY

√
σ2

Y − 2ρXY σXσY tan 2πLχl

P d
+ σ2

X tan2 2πLχl

P d

,

z3 = µ2
Y σ2

X + µ2
Xσ2

Y − 2µXµY σXσY ρXY

2σ2
Xσ2

Y (1 − ρ2
XY ) , (10)

and where erf(∗) is the standard error function. Quantities L and d are geometrical values related
to experimental setup (as seen in Figure 2A). P is the incident fringe pitch on the reference plane.
Because the system was operating in the linear DFP regime, quantities L, d and P were combined and
solved for during phase-to-height calibration constant C. Quantities σY , σX , and ρXY are functions of
measured pixel intensity noise shown in [39]. These quantities are intrinsically related to the standard
deviation and correlation of random variables functionally related to ensembles of measured image
intensities across iterations from an experiment. Correlation in the noise structure may arise from
periodic lighting fluctuations such as overhead fluorescent lights, projector gamma error, or dust particle
patterns on either optics lenses. Also shown in detail in our previous work, the evaluation of p(κ)
required separation into two integration regions, where the minus sign (−) when |χ| < πP (d−z)2

2(2πLd+ 1
2 πP (d−z)) ,

and taking the plus sign (+) when πP (d−z)2

(2πLd+ 1
2 πP (d−z)) > |χ| > πP (d−z)2

2(2πLd+ 1
2 πP (d−z)) .

2.5 Measurement Parameter Selection
For in-situ PBF monitoring, it is important to select measurement parameters such as illumination

angle θ, bin number n, and fringe pitch P to establish measurement sensitivity allowing for detection
of PBDs during the process [26]. In order to estimate the uncertainty field on DFP measurements, the
PDF Equation 9 from Section 2.4 was used to establish fundamental central tendency and dispersion
characteristics of the height error,

E(χl) =
∫ ∞

−∞
χlp(χl)dx (11)

Std(χl) =
√∫ ∞

−∞
[χl − E(χl)]2p(χl)dx, (12)

where χl is the DH measurement noise/error variable. With these expressions, the ideal DH single point
standard deviation was calculated for the average level of pixel intensity noise, and used to determine
the fringe P selected for each experimental setup. For reference, the experimental fringe contrast was
approximately 90 units of pixel intensity; with an average standard deviation of 1.67 pixel intensity
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Figure 7: Parameter selections of the experiment with varying bin number N , fringe pitch P , and illumination angle θ. The
green shaded areas show the regions of minimum required noise to resolve PBDs with heights characteristic of experiment.

units, that equates to an average of .0186 pixel noise (normalized by fringe contrast). Significantly
higher fringe contrast was achieved for illumination angles θ > 25◦, but for the sake of consistency, a
contrast value achievable by all measurement angles was selected.

Figure 7 shows the selected parameters for experiment for all four illumination angles θ, all four
fringe pitches P , and all five fringe projection bin numbers N . The green shaded areas correspond
to DFP resultant height noise approximately 1/2 of the measured height of each PBD streak, which
the authors argue is the minimum sensitivity required to detect a single pixel sized PBD with 95%
confidence. The colored series lines show how the ideal standard deviation of measurement increases
for increasing fringe pitch P , for a range of bin numbers N . The gray dashed lines shows the selected
P for each angle; each four representing similar resultant calibration constants.

3 Results and Discussion
To showcase the effects on noise field measurements from multiple DFP parameters, quantitative

measures of experimental measurement noise compared to simulation are presented, as well as qualitative
data to illustrate the full-field noise structures which arise from certain non-ideal parameters. Qualitative
analysis on the noise structures observed on HPF datasets are also presented.
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Figure 8: Measured DH noise across iterations for a range of illumination angles θ, bin number N , fringe pitch P . Green areas
show the minimum experimental value of uncertainty required to detect a single pixel of the corresponding PBD at 95% (or 2σ)
confidence. Experimental points are shown with error bars of a single standard deviation. Uncertainty model estimations are
shown with filled circle markers.

3.1 Differential Height Uncertainty
To summarize our findings across every combination of tested parameters, the noise distributions

of ensemble experimental DH measurements was compared to the estimated single-point uncertainty.
Figure 8 shows the estimated and experimental average noise fields on DH measurements across θ, N, P .
Estimated DH measurement noise is shown with filled circles and solid bars representing a single
standard deviation, and the experimental full field noise median is shown with X’s and errorbar caps
representing a single standard deviation. The green areas in the figure correspond to minimum levels
of DH noise required to detect the corresponding PBD, at a 95% confidence interval for a single
measurement point.

The uncertainty model summarized the average observed noise levels of the experiments, with
agreement for each parameter combination within a single standard deviation. For measurement
parameters across all θ, for N > 5 and calibration constant C < 1.7, the measurement model estimated
the experiment very accurately. When P increases (for equivalently C > 1), the model begins to
erroneously overestimate the measurement noise, which becomes large enough to impact the most
severe PBD streaks. A higher discrepancy between the model estimations and the experimental noise
for n < 5 was also observed, expectedly so as a results of inadequate sinusoidality of projected fringes
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during low bin number measurement.
Figure 8 shows noise levels positively correlated with P , due to decreased phase-to-height sensitivity.

This phenomenon is present across all θ, though the noise fidelity was most impacted by P for the
θ = 65 case, potentially due to specular reflections of the powder bed contributing to poor fringe
intensity response. Increasing P shows a substantial increase in the variability of the noise, shown by
increasing amplitudes of error bars, an effect further illustrated in Section 2.2.

Bin number N also directly affected the DH measurement uncertainty, inversely correlated to the
DH noise field. The negative effects of lowering n are exacerbated in cases of the largest P for each
θ. Together, inadequate DFP parameters such as P and N can drastically increase DH uncertainty
to levels past appropriate signal-to-noise ratios for in-situ PBF defect monitoring, also creating large
discrepancies in the model uncertainty predictions.

The full field noise structures of DFP and how they are affected by parameters N and P are
presented for a representative example of the DH measurement with θ = 45◦ in Figure 9. Figure
9A shows the DH measurements for parallel-to-fringe direction PBDs, and Figure 9B shows the
standard deviation of each DH measurement, across the 15 iterations of DFP measurements recorded.
The percentage values within Figure 9B show the average reduction in DH standard deviation when
compared to the previous image (normalized per added bin N).

DH measurements shown in Figure 9A resolve the PBD realizations with different noise fields as
functions of P and N . In agreement with Figure 8, the full field detection of PBDs was improved by
increasing N and decreasing P . Data produced with high bin number (N > 5) across all P contained
low background noise fields, in which the PBDs 1-3 were resolved. Even with high bin number and
low P , PBD 4 (characteristic height of 20 − 45µm) was difficult to resolve, appearing faintly, with
background noise reducing resolution for P > 4mm. Data produced with mid-range bin number
(N = 4, 5) showed more sensitivity to P , and in cases where P > 4.2mm, PBD 3 became lost in
background noise. PBD resolution became especially poor for combinations of low bin number (N = 3)
and mid-to-high pitch (P > 8.5mm), where PBD 2 was poorly resolved due to background noise.

In Figure 9B, the DH measurement noise for each parameter combination, across all 15 iterations,
is given. In agreement with Figure 8, noise fields increased with P and inversely with N . However, the
measurement fidelity gains of adding bins reduced as N increased. Figure 9B shows the decrease in
average DH measurement noise per added bin was similar across all P . Structured noise levels were be
observed for low bin number (N < 5), and was especially severe for P > 8.5mm. This phenomenon
explains the large errorbars seen for low N and high P in Figure 8, and motivates redundancy (adding
more bins) to mitigate the specular behavior of the stainless steel powder bed. These noise structures
can contribute to erroneous false positives of PBD measurement during in-situ DFP monitoring.
Heightened levels of DH measurement noise in areas of the PBDs were also observed, suggesting that
the geometry, or nonuniform surface structure, influences the DFP process. This phenomenon was
further imaged and explored in Figure 10 and Section 2.3.

To showcase an example of the model’s estimation of DH uncertainty, a representative case
comparing observed DH noise across all 15 iterations and estimated uncertainty is presented in Figure
10. Figure 10A shows the measured standard deviation of DH measurements across all iterations, for
an example measurement with N = 5, θ = 45◦, and P ≈ 17mm. Figure 10B shows the estimated
standard deviation of the PDF produced by the single point uncertainty model (Equation 9) for the
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Figure 9: Effects on DH measurements of reducing bin number
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Figure 10: Full field differential height measurement noise of an example "pristine" powder condition. A: measured differential
height noise across iterations. B: estimated differential height uncertainty made by the single point uncertainty model. C: estimated
PDFs for local sample pixels 1 and 2 in A and B.

same measurement parameters. Figure 10C shows the distribution of the DH measurements and the
estimated uncertainty distribution of sample points 1 and 2 from Figure 10A-B.

Observed in Figure 10A, DH measurement noise was non-uniform across the field of measurement,
and varied dramatically depending on subtle surface textures. The uncertainty model captured these
noise structures, seen in Figure 10B, allowing for pixel-by-pixel statistical confidence to determine the
probability of each height point. The distributions of DH noise and estimated uncertainty of example
pixels 1 and 2 is shown in Figure 10C, showcasing excellent agreement between model and simulation.

3.2 High-Pass Filtered Measurement
Illumination angle is another key parameter in which we explored. This factor plays an important

role in the phase-to-height relationship, determining the d : L ratio in Equation 7. In general, a smaller
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Figure 11: HPF measurements across illumination angles and fringe pitch. A shows perpendicular PBDs to fringes, B shows
parallel PBDs to fringes. Colorbar limits are based on ±8 standard deviations of noise fields across all 15 iterations. Areas 1-3 are
represented in blown up view in Figures 12 and 13

.

illumination angle θ (measured from the horizon) will provide phase maps with greater height sensitivity,
allowing for a larger spatial fringe pitch P to achieve the same phase-to-height calibration constant C,
as discussed in Section 2.2. Fringes with larger P can be especially useful when spatial pixel intensity
averaging is needed to reduce noise, but must not influence the sinusoidallity of projection patterns by
filter size approaching the spatial period of illumination. Requirements for small P to achieve adequate
phase-to-height sensitivity combined with out-of-focus projection can also adversely influence fringe
contrast, or even potentially blur fringe projection altogether. During experiments, the illumination
angle also affected other crucial experimental factors such as fringe contrast, while also potentially
adding areas of measurement shadowed by out-of plane features.

In order to fairly isolate θ, and observe its impacts on DFP measurement, HPF measurements
with varying θ for a single PBD realization are presented. By filtering out the carrier phase using a
Gaussian filter (the process summarized in Section 2.3), the need for a reference phase map is eliminated,
thus allowing the same PBD realization to be used for each θ. Figure 11A-B shows HPF results across a
range of θ and P for PBDs created perpendicular and parallel to fringe projection direction, respectively.
Figure 12A-B shows zoomed-in regions of the HPF results presented in Figure 11A-B. Figure 13A-B
shows local region noise structures that were observed for certain θ and P . Each HPF result presented
is shown with colorbar limits of ±8 standard deviations, for fair visual comparison. Due to the lack of
absolute height values of the HPF measurements, the Keyence microscope was used to verify the height
of defects by providing profiles across the detected streak PBDs, reporting heights of approximately
150 − 180µm, 105 − 120µm, 45 − 75µm, 20 − 45µm for PBD 1–4, respectively.

Figure 11 shows clear differences in measurement fidelity as functions of θ and P . Because we
kept P constant across all θ, the DFP measurement parameters from θ=5,P ≈ 6.1mm contributed
to the most height-sensitive phase map. The outcome of this sensitivity was a clear out-of-plane
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Figure 12: HPF measurements across illumination angles and fringe pitch for areas 1 and 2 in Figure 11. A shows perpendicular
PBDs to fringes, B shows parallel PBDs to fringes.

imaging of all four PBD streaks, with very high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This effect can be seen
in both PBD directions presented, independent of PBD direction. As θ was increased, the phase-to-
height sensitivity decreased, apparent in the less resolved PBDs, consistent for all periods and both
PBD directions. Increasing P also resulted in decreased PBD resolution, eventually producing noise
fields strong enough to block detection of the smaller PBDs for θ = 5, 25, 45◦, though the largest
PBDs were able to be resolved. Severe HPF noise artifacts were observed in both PBD directions for
θ = 65◦,P = 24.4, 48.8mm. Illumination at θ = 65◦ coupled with very large P (around twice the size of
powder measurement area) is shown to be problematic for HPF results.

Within each row of constant θ, larger P equated to lower phase-to-height sensitivity, with the
potential to dwarf the PBDs in noise. For cases θ = 45, 65◦ and values P ≈ 24.4, 48.8, the fringe-to-
height sensitivity was so poor that noise within localized regions significantly impact the resolution of
all four PBDs, and in the worst cases completely obscured the smallest PBD (approximate height of
20 − 45µm). This presents considerable issues for in-situ deployments in PBF machines with physical
constraints that limit the possible range of of projection angle.

Powder recesses were also easily resolved by the HPF method, as shown in Figure 12A-B, where
such a PBD existed in different locations, represented by a negative phase value. This recess PBD was
not intentional; but it was chosen to keep the defect in the PBD realization, as this type of powder
recess could contribute to final build defects such as keyhole porosity [22] initiated by large VED. An
artifact of the HPF method was the exaggeration of PBD phase values resulting in non-uniform powder
layers which occurred with the spatial averaging window. This phenomenon was exaggerated because
the spatial kernel was influenced by both positive and negative phase vales, increasing both PBD area’s
absolute phase values.

Far outlier measurement points appeared in HPF results of the parallel PBDs for certain illumina-
tion angles. Seen in Figure 12B, HPF results θ = 5, 25◦ show these far outlier phase pixels, just below
the two largest PBDs. These artifacts are likely caused by inadequate fringe illumination caused by the
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Figure 13: HPF measurements across all illumination angles and for different PBD realizations. A shows small pitch P and the
occurrence of "diamond" shaped noise structures. B shows the same PBDs and illumination

PBD geometry either blocking projection, or at least interfering with projection sinusoidality. Data
taken with θ = 45, 65◦ did not have this issue, as the height of PBDs did not geometrically impact
DFP measurement.

Another experimental difference was noticed for varying θ: fringe contrast. This parameter is
significant within the DFP process, as the contribution of pixel noise is divided by fringe contrast within
phase map creation [39, 40]. For illumination angles θ = 5, 25◦, the camera required a significantly
increased aperture f -number (approximately set to f/2) to achieve a fringe contrast of 90, while the
aperture was closed to above f/5 for illumination angles θ = 45, 65◦. An explanation for this effect is
the significant reflective properties of the metallic powder measurement surface. However, to eliminate
the fringe contrast variable, and the resultant noise contributions from pixel intensity noise, were kept
constant (contrast values were reported within 3% for the HPF measurements).

In addition to decreased fringe contrast, HPF measurements at illumination angle θ = 5, 25◦

included artifacts. Figure 13A-B shows a zoomed-in view of area 3 in Figure 11B, to illustrate the
localized surface behavior of HPF measurement. Figure 13A-B provided results across different PBD
realizations and θ, for P ≈ 6.1mm (A) and P ≈ 48.8mm (B).

Figure 13A shows the local noise structure of HPF measurements of the powder bed for several
realizations, for the smallest fringe pitch tested, P ≈ 6.1mm. For low illumination angles θ = 5, 25◦

and small P , a diamond-shaped noise structure can be observed, absent in larger P (Figure 13B). This
structure was independent of Gaussian kernel size, or standard deviation. As seen in P ≈ 6.1mm,
θ = 5, 25◦, the diamond pattern was observed to be periodic, with a period of approximately 200µm. The
origin of these artifacts are unknown at the time of this study, but have appeared in each measurement
at θ = 5, 25◦ for P < 25mm, mitigated by larger spatial fringe pitch P
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4 Conclusions
In this study, DFP measurements were performed on PBDs created in the lab using conditions

designed to mimic the PBF recoating process. Measurements were made across several parameters, e.g.
bin number N , fringe pitch P , and illumination angle θ. The uncertainty estimation of the single point
uncertainty model was tested by comparing the estimated DH measurement uncertainty to ensemble
DH measurements made with the prototype monitoring system. Full field DH measurement phenomena
were observed and presented, including error structures, which arose from non-ideal measurement
parameter combinations. High-pass filtered DFP phase maps were also reported to gain insight on the
form of noise structures of HPF measurement.

Agreement between the noise field estimations produced by the single point uncertainty model and
the experimental DH variation within a single standard deviation was witnessed, and closer agreement
to realistic measurement parameters (adequate bin number n and fringe pitch P required to resolve our
lab-created PBDs). The model presented can be used to establish optimal measurement parameters for
DH measurement, as well as provide a statistical confidence of every measurement point to reduce false
positive PBD detections.

To gain insight on the full field noise structures of DH measurements and the impacts on PBD
resolution, a test case was presented with varying bin number n and fringe pitch P and θ = 45◦. The
negative impacts on DH noise for inadequate combinations of measurement parameters was showcased,
and PBD detection limits for the DFP monitoring system were determined for a range of four levels of
PBD severity.

To isolate the effects of illumination angle θ, reference-free HPF full field DFP measurements were
reported. While the results from θ = 5, 25 and smallest fringe pitch contribute to phase maps which
were the most sensitive to height profile, structured noise not present in larger pitch HPF measurement
was observed. A possible explanation for this phenomenon is the reflective properties of the stainless
steel powder creating specular artifacts at low illumination angles with low fringe pitch.

The experimental results and modeling herein provides motivation for best practices of PBD
detection using a DFP monitoring system. The results show illumination angle should be θ > 25◦

to avoid erroneous specular artifacts in the powder bed. These low illumination angles also proved
difficult to obtain the same levels of fringe contrast as θ = 45◦, 65◦, which amplified pixel intensity
noise. No adverse effects on measurement fidelity for small fringe pitch P was observed, and due to
the increased height sensitivity, this parameter should be minimized within the limits of projection
contrast. Larger bin number N also contributes to improved measurement fidelity, though requires a
longer image acquisition time. The results showed decreasing benefits of adding bins to measurements,
as average noise reductions of less than 4% per bin past N = 15 were measured.

In summary, feasibility for in-situ powder bed monitoring using the DFP method has been shown.
DFP systems, often an order of magnitude less expensive than other profiling techniques such as
coherent light scanning, provide a rapid method of part health monitoring when either mounted within
the powder bed chamber, or mounted just outside the chamber if two view ports are available. Further
research includes the real-time operation of this monitoring technique during MAM.
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